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Unsurprisingly, Google, the leading web search engine, has created one of the main web browsers: Google Chrome. There are hundreds of web extensions created for Chrome that can help you be more productive and optimize your browsing experience. We've put a list of some of the best Google
Chrome extensions out there. Checkups. 1. Language immersion source: Google Chrome If you are learning a language, then the experimental Chrome language immersion extension is one you should check. It helps help your language learning process by changing certain words and phrases on
English websites to the language you want to learn. There are 64 different languages compatible with the Google Translate system. You can also hear how the phrase is supposed to be pronounced by moving the mouse over the translation. If you cannot deduce what the Phrase is in English, simply click
on the translated word to change it back to your native language. 2. Simple Blocker Source: Google Chrome it's often hard to focus on what you need to do when the Internet can be so entertaining. If you're easily distracted by certain websites, download the Simple Blocker extension for Chrome. Simple
Blocker allows you to block distracting websites like Facebook or YouTube or even subdomains. A suspension timer is available that can block a website for an allotted period of time. Now there's really no excuse for not doing your job. 3. Powerful text font: Google Chrome If you are in class or at work,
spending time on your phone does not give the best impression. If you often need to stay in touch with friends or family but want to limit phone usage, download the Mighty Text Chrome extension. It allows you to send and receive SMS and MMS messages from Chrome using your phone and Android
number. It still sends text messages directly to your phone, but you can now view them from the full, easy-to-use web page or side message reader. 4. Grammar Font: Google Chrome spelling and grammatical errors can make you look uns professional regardless of the platform you are typing on. If you
are prone to such errors, download the free spell checker and grammar checker by Grammarly. Write freely on Gmail, Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and almost any other website, and Grammarly will make sure your text is error-free. In addition to checking spelling and more than 250 advanced grammar
rules, there is also a vocabulary enhancement tool that suggests words that fit best in the context of your text. So write. Grammarly's got you covered. 5. Pocket Font: Google Chrome Have you ever come across a super cool website, but didn't have time to see it at the time? Now you can save it with a
click of a button in Pocket, an extension Google Chrome. It automatically syncs with your phone, tablet or computer so you can save files anywhere and view them anytime. Once saved to Pocket, you won't even need an Internet connection to access your stored files. Stored. get lost in a big find of the
Internet again. 6. Google Mail Checker Source: Google Chrome Our final Chrome extension is a bit self-explanatory. Stay on top of your incoming emails with the Google Mail Checker extension. Display the number of unread messages in your Google Mail inbox in the top corner of your browser. Simply
click the email button to open your inbox. You'll be able to detect new emails quickly and avoid wasting time checking an empty inbox. Follow Amber on Twitter @AmberQalagari an app from Google Play and, while the installer takes the form of APK files, you are never given the opportunity to download
the file directly. Using the APK Downloader extension for Chrome, you can download any APK you need to have it as a backup. This doesn't mean you can go in the store and start downloading all the premium apps and games you've always had in your eye. This is not a hacking tool, but it will allow you
to download the APK for any free application. Note: Using APK Downloader is against Google's Terms of Service as it involves accessing Google Play using means 'except through the interface provided by Google'. You can download a copy of the extension by visiting Code Kiem. You will need to right-
click the link to the latest version of the extension and select Save Destination As. To install APK Downloader, click the menu button at the top right of Chrome and select Settings, click Extensions, and then drag the .crx file you downloaded onto the extensions page - be sure to drag to the center of the
page to bring up the Drop to install drop zone. Click Add and a new icon appears at the far right of the address bar. Click the Options link below the APK Downloader entry on the Extensions page and you will be prompted to provide your email, password, and device ID. Enter the email address and
password associated with your Google Play account. The extension page provides details on why this information is needed. When it comes to your Android device ID, there are a couple of options available to you. If you're using a phone, open your dialer and call **#8255*** . Scroll down through the
displayed data and below the JID entry that lists your email address, you will find your device ID in hexadecimal format. We are interested in the 16 characters that appear after 'android-' If you have a tablet, although you can also do it with a phone – you should download Device ID from Google Play. This
gives you the same information. all these details on the APK Downloader Options page and click Sign In. Now you can go to Google Play and start browsing the available titles. When you find something you'd like to download, open its page and click the APK Downloader icon on the right side of the
address bar and save the APK as you would any other download. If you are having trouble downloading APKs, go back and verify that your device ID has been Correctly – make mistakes and you will see nothing but download errors. If you've lost your phone, you're probably worried about a couple of
possible problems. Luckily, Google is here to save the day. Google Find My Device is another step you can take to keep your mobile devices safe and secure. Antiviruses, passwords, and backups are not enough to protect important information. Apps like Google Find My Device (FMD) can save you a lot
of trouble. This app, in particular, offers essential features that prevent anyone who stumbles upon your phone from accessing it. The feature that stands out most is its location tracker. If your phone is out of place, or someone has stolen it, you can find your device with this app. Because there is also a
version for Windows, you can even rely on your computer to help you perform the task and file a police report, if necessary. In order to make the most of this feature, you will need to activate the GPS function on your phone before using it. If you're having trouble remembering where you last left your
phone, you can take advantage of the high-level noise option. Your phone will turn off for five minutes or until you turn it off remotely. This alert function is smart, making sure that a thief cannot turn off the phone and can find your beloved device in no time. The most important benefit of this app, however,
is its ability to lock and erase your device. This is where data protection comes in. Even with the right code or pattern, others can't access your phone after locking it. With a simple tap, you can erase everything and keep your information safe. If your phone doesn't have a strong and consistent data
connection, you might have trouble using any of the features provided by this app. Where can you run this program? This app runs on Android 9.0 and later. You can also use it on any computer running web applications. Is there a better alternative? Lol Third-party phone recovery programs tend to have
strong limits and can prove to be more of a risk than they are worth. An alternative with similar features is Phone Tracker by Number.Google Find My Device is a strong option to keep your device locked. It has an easy-to-use interface and rarely creates any problems. Should you download it? Yes. If you
need a way to find your device and give yourself a better sense of security, this is a great choice. Opera 15, the first version of Opera shipped with Google's Chromium backend instead of Presto, is now available for download for Windows and Mac. By switching to Chromium, Opera is now much faster
(comparable to Chrome, in fact) and more compatible with HTML5 web and applications. Opera 15 also introduces some interesting new features, including reworked speed dialing, and Discover, which is a bit like a built-in version of StumbleUpon.Back in February, Norwegian-based Opera Software
decided that the only way to keep up with Firefox, Chrome and Internet Explorer was to adopt Chromium. In short, summary, Software knew that its small team of developers could not maintain performance and feature parity with big guys. By dropping the Presto rendering engine and making the switch to
Blink (WebKit)/Chromium, those developers no longer need to worry about performance and compliance; they can now focus on Opera's user experience and unique features, which are ultimately the only way Opera will maintain or gain market share. Chromium, in case you weren't, is an open source
browser developed by Google that Chrome (and Chrome OS) is based on. Chromium is very, very similar to Chrome, except that it misses some proprietary features, such as the built-in Flash player. Chromium used to be powered by the WebKit rendering engine, but recently Google forked WebKit to
create Blink, a simpler and faster design engine. However, by adopting Chromium, Opera has done more than drop the Presto rendering engine, in essence, Opera is now the Chromium browser, but with a custom user interface stuck on the front. If you go to the Settings or Extensions panels, it's almost
like you're using Chrome. At first glance, you might think that faster navigation, better standards support and better rendering quality are a good thing, but if you look deeper, there was a lot of collateral damage caused by this massive change. The interface cannot be customized, you can't edit the built-in
search engines, Opera Mail is now a standalone app, Widgets and Unite are gone, and synchronization still doesn't work. Interestingly, even though Chromium is available for Linux, there is no Linux build of Opera 15.Opera Software has been pretty quiet on what features have been removed from Opera
15, and they just are missing. At the moment, Opera Software says it will continue to offer security and stability updates, and that Opera 12 users will not be forced to upgrade. Our guess is that Opera 12 will be compatible until the new chrome-based Opera branch is fully feature-based. In some basic
tests on our browser reference team, Opera 15 compared almost identically Chrome 28 (the latest stable version). This means that it is a little faster than IE10, and especially comparable to Firefox (although it depends on the test). In real use, due to some speed settings built into Chromium, Opera will
probably feel faster than Firefox and IE, and perhaps faster than Chrome, as it is not bogged down by features like tab synchronization and preferences... Still. Download Opera 15 for Windows and Mac nowNow reading: Windows 8.1 and Internet Explorer 11 will support WebGL, SPDY, but not WebRTC
WebRTC
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